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ABSTRACT 
For so long as there have been horse races, it has given rise to the wide discus-
sion in both academic and public literature. No matter the ordinary people or the 
academic researchers have intended to find out a profitable wagering system by 
all means. Some may even spend their whole life span in searching for a wagering 
strategy with positive return. 
My Thesis mainly consists of two parts. First, one of the most popular news-
paper supplier was studied and out of which 5 tipsters prediction on horse racing 
was collected. The accuracy of the tipsters recommendation was firstly accessed 
by counting the total number of races correctly tipped and by calculating the 
net profit/deficit for the past two years. It has been proved that no lucre can 
be gained by following their suggestion. After that, contingency tables were con-
structed to see if there will be any useful information can be drawn from the 
tipsters that could help in building our own betting strategies. Second, mod-
eling approach, multinomial logistic model was adopted to predict the winning 
probability of each horse to see whether a profitable betting strategy can be es-
tablished. It has been revealed that the statistical model shows a great potential 
in developing a successful profitable wagering system. 
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1.1 Pari-Mutuel System 
In a pari-mutuel system, punters place wagers on the set of horses in a given 
race. These wagers form the betting pool and out of which about 17.5%, the 
HK Jockey Club takes, is deducted. The remainder of the betting pool is then 
allocated to the winning punters in proportion to their bets. As an example to 
illustrate, let Ai be the total amount of money betting on the horse z in a given 
race. A be the total amount of money betting on all horses in that race. Then, 
the payoff shown in the track's tote board will appear in the exact form of 
^ “ ( 1 - 0 . 1 7 5 ) * A 1 � 
Payoff 二 ^ ——^^ * 10 
per $10 bet. Figure 1.1 shows one of the race run on 24th, Feb 1999. 
Win odds there refers to the payoff of "Win" betting. 
Note that throughout the whole paper, the value stated will be in $10 base 
(the minimum wager is $10 per bet as required by the HK Jockey Club) and the 
word 'odds' will be used as the abbreviation of 'win odds' unless specified. Also, 
the words 'odds' and 'payoff' will be used interchangeably as they serve the same 
meaning. 
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Figure 1.1: Demonstrating the calculation of Win Odds 
Turf - "C" Course 
Class 4 - (Ratings 56 - 32) - 1650 Meters 
Horse Rank Draw Rating Amount Betted ($'000) W i n Odds 
Super Conqueror 1 3 50 1,143 20.6 
Natural Winner 2 6 43 1,544 15.2 
Chiu Shan Glory 3 9 47 8,167 2.9 
High Degree 4 2 49 2,465 9.5 
Kings Glamour 5 10 50 2,640 8.9 
Hollywood Star 6 5 49 2,595 9.1 
Lucky Guest 7 4 46 2,154 10.9 
Grand Prize 8 11 54 2,025 11.6 
Gran Senorum 9 8 45 816 28.8 
Win Star 10 1 44 1,085 21.7 
Dream Team 11 7 48 709 33.2 
Blue Imperial 12 12 52 3,157 7.4 
28,500 
The final track probabilities are proportional to the amounts bet on the horses 
by all punters. The pari-mutuel probabilities for horse i, can be written as: 
A 
where Ai again is the total amount wagered on horse i by the public and A is the 
total size of the betting pool. These probabilities represent the public's consensus 
probabilities as reflected by their wagering preferences. 
The values of pi cannot be determined until all the bettors have wagered. 
However, each bettors's wagering strategy depends on the knowledge of the pi 
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values to place bets. Therefore, people would always like to wait for the last 
minutes to bet on their favorite horses. 
Define tt^  to be the true unknown winning probability associated with the horse 
i. Then the expected net return of betting on horse i is given by (tt^  本 payoff —10) 
per $10 bet. It is because if we let Xi be the net return on horse i, then Xi would 
equal to {payoff — 10) with probability and equal to - 1 0 with probability 
1 — TTi. Therefore 
二 TTi ^payoff - 10. 
Suppose that the public's consensus probabilities are equal to the true winning 
probabilities. In such a case, tt^  二 pi, it follows that E[Xi] = —1.75. Since 
E[Xi] = TTi * payoff — 10 
(1 — 0.175)* A in 
二 TTi- * 10 
8-25 
二 TTi 10 
Pi 
二 -1.75. 
So, if we assume tt^  = it does not matter which horse the bettor wagers 
on, he will always expected to lose the track takes, 17.5%. In principle, then, it is 
possible for a bettor to expect to discover a betting procedure that yields positive 
returns only when the public misestimate the true winning probabilities i.e., when 
Hi + Pi. Positive returns at the track are only possible when tt^  * payoff > 10. 
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1.2 Different Types of Betting 
In HK, there are totally 11 kinds of betting in horse racing. They are namely 
Win, Place, Quinella, Qiiinella Place, Tierce, Trio, Double Trio, Triple Trio, Dou-
ble, Treble and Six Up. Their meanings have been shown in the next page. 
In 1998/99 and 1999/00, there were 1264 races carried out altogether duriiig 
the racing seasons. For "Win" betting only, there was already about $24 million 
wager per race and it was about $16 and $43 million for "Quinella" and "Quinella 
Place" betting respectively. The total wager, regardless of the betting types, for 
only one race would then become $248 million instead. Whereas in a yearly 
basis, only a "Win" betting already contributed about $15 billion wager to tlie 
HK Jockey Club and it was about $10 and $26 billion from the "Quinella" and 
"Quinella Place" betting as well. What's more incredible is that, it was about 
$176 billion wager on an entire racing season. Table shown below gives some 
more iiiforiiiatioii in other betting types for reference. 
Table 1.1: Wagers on different betting 
Betting per race ($'000,000) per year ($'000,000,000) 
Win 24 15 
Place 16 10 
Quinella 43 26 
Quinella Place 23 14 
Tierce 17 10 
Double Trio 23 14 
On Course Double Trio 3 2 
Triple Trio 36 22 
Double 45 28 
Treble 6 4 
Six Up 12 7 
Total 248 176 
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Table 1.2: Details for different types of betting 
betting on 1 horse in a race 
Win finish in the position 
Place get 2— or in a race of 7 or more declared starters or 
get or 2— in a race of 6 declared starters 
betting on 2 horses in a race 
Quinella get and 2几in either order 
Quinella Place get any two out of the first 3 winning horses in any order 
betting on 3 horses in a race 
Tierce get and 3”"^  in correct order 
Trio get 2— and in any order 
betting on 2 nominated races with 3 horses each 
Double Trio get 2— and in both races in any order 
On Course Trio same as above 
betting on 3 nominated races with 3 horses each 
Triple Trio get ” , , 2— and in all 3 races in any order 
(Consolation) get 2— and in the two races in any order 
betting on 2 nominated races with 1 horse each 
Double get in both races 
(Consolation) get in the first race and in the second race 
betting on 3 nominated races with 1 horse each 
Treble get in all 3 races 
betting on 6 nominated races with 2 horses each 
Six Up get or 2— in each of the six races 
Bonus get 亡 in all 6 races 
Five Win Bonus get in the first five races 
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1.3 Overview 
In this thesis, we investigate two approaches concerning wagering on the popular 
Hong Kong Handicap horse racing. 
The first approach is the tipster's approach. One of the HK's most popular 
newspaper supplier was studied and out of which 5 tipsters recommendation on 
horse racing were collected for 2 years. With this approach, we examine whether 
following a particular tipster one would actually do better than the average. We 
also compare which tipster gives the "best tips" among them. 
The summary tables on the accuracy of the tipsters suggestion by counting the 
number of correctly tipped races and by calculating the total money earned/lost 
throughout a year would be given in Section 2.2. After that, the strategy of 
betting on the horse according to the tipsters prediction is adopted, under the 
restriction of wagering one horse per race. The result is then tested against with 
that of random bet. It would be the content of Section 2.3. 
In our second approach, a statistical model based on multinomial logistic re-
gression is developed to predict the outcome of each race. In Chapter 3, we focus 
on developing this model for the horse races of HK using the data between 98-00. 
The multinomial logit model proposed by Bolton and Chapman in 1986 is used 
for this purpose on the data base of 1264 races. The main reason for adopting 
it is owing to its simplicity and explicity in expression. It explicitly recognizes 
there are only finite number of horses competing in a race and only one of the 
entered horses win. The parameters of the model are estimated by the maximum 
likelihood method and its main output is a prediction of the winning probabilities 
for each horse. And these probabilities are then used as input to our wagering 
strategy that determines which horses should be betted on. 
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In Section 3.3, an out-of-sample simulation is performed to assess the accu-
racy of the proposed models in predicting the outcomes of horse races. 
Finally in Section 3.4, a simple graphical comparison is carried out among the 
models to see which model and under what constraint the model do can perform 
the best. 
It has been shown that with limited predictors, the statistical model shows 
great potential for developing a successful profitable wagering system. 
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Chapter 2 
Testing on Tipsters Prediction 
2.1 Introduction 
One of the most popular newspaper distributor was studied and out of which 5 
tipsters prediction on horse racing was recorded for 2 years. Each tipster on each 
race predicted four horses that they believed would have the greatest chance to 
win. The indicator '1' is marked beside the horse i under the variable 'Tipster 1’ 
if tipster 1 had firstly suggested horse i to bet on, marked '2' beside the second 
one he recommended and so on. Similar procedure is proceeded for the other 
tipsters and the data is described below: 
Table 2.1: Tipsters Prediction On Each Race  
Date raceno horseno Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Odds 
09/06/98 1 1 4 4 100 
09/06/98 1 2 170 
09/06/98 1 3 3 1 140 
09/06/98 1 4 1 1 2 3 69 
09/06/98 1 5 4 120 
09/06/98 1 6 990 
09/06/98 1 7 2 3 180 
09/06/98 1 8 970 
09/06/98 1 9 4 2 1 2 1 25 
09/06/98 1 10 4 420 
09/06/98 1 11 93 
09/06/98 1 12 780 
09/06/98 1 13 3 3 2 81 
09/06/98 1 14 260 
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We will try to see whether it is profitable to follow the 'tips' given by the 
tipsters. It is done by betting on the horses according to the tipsters prediction 
for each race.^ Their performance is firstly accessed by examining their accuracy 
on prediction by counting the number of correctly tipped races and by calculating 
the net profit/deficit on a yearly basis. The details will be presented in the next 
Section. After that, in Section 2.3, it is then accessed by comparing with the 
strategy of random bet to see whether betting based on the tipsters recommen-
dation can give a better performance. A hypothesis testing will be set to test 
for the equality between tipsters suggestion and random bet, if H � i s accepted, 
it will simply mean there is no difference between random betting and following 
tipster predictions. Before proceeding to the next section, let's have a look to 
some descriptive statistics for the races during 1998 - 2000 first. 
Racing Information for 98-00 
There were total of 616 and 658 races taken place in 1998/99 and 1999/00 re-
spectively. About two-third of the races were carried out in Shatin and almost 
90% of them were going on the ground 'Turf. Besides, the distance for running 
are divided into 11 types: 1000m, 1150m, 1200m, 1400m, 1600m, 1650m, 1800m, 
1900m, 2000m, 2200m and 2400m. Half of the races were running with distance 
less than 1600m. All horses are assigned with a number called "Rating" which 
reflexes their overall performance in racing. The better their performance is, the 
higher the number would be. The horses with different ratings will then be allo-
cated to the different classes according to the folio wings: 
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Ratings 80+ 88 - 64 72 - 48 56 - 32 40 - 16 24 - 0 
iQnly the first horse suggested is used which means only one horse for each race is betted 
on 
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Left hand side of Table 2.2 shows the number of races carried in different 
aspects such as venue, ground and distance. While for different classes, they are 
displayed in the right side correspondently. 
Table 2.2: Number of races carried in different aspects 
98/99 99/00 98/99 99/00 
Shatin 397 441 others 48 42 
Happy Valley 219 217 Class 1 95 75 
Turf 551 587 Class 2 53 59 
All Weather Track 65 71 Class 3 140 145 
Distance < 1600m 318 344 Class 4 175 205 
Distance > 1600m 298 314 Class 5 83 112 
Class 6 22 20 
"others" here refers to those not belonging to any of the classes. It is the case 
when the international races occur. 
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2.2 Summary Tables on Tipsters Performance 
Notice that about 70% of the winning horses were having the odds less than 100 
and about 90% were less than 200. Therefore, it is not surprising to see the 
tipsters prediction show the same patten: more than 70% of the horses suggested 
by the tipsters were with the odds less than 100 and more than 90% were less 
than 200 as well. Reminded that the odds of a horse refers to the return to the 
bettor for every $10 bet when that horse got the first place in a race. It indicates 
that most of the time the tipsters would tend to recommend the favourite horses 
rather than the others. 
In fact, there are several ways to follow the suggestion of the tipsters, two more 
methods have been considered in checking their profitability over horse racing. 
They are: 
• Favourite : Betting on the horse which has the lowest odds. 
• Joint : Betting on those having two or more tipsters recommended simul-
taneously. 
The overall performance of the tipsters and the above two methods by count-
ing the number of correctly tipped races and total amount earned/lost within 
these two years are given in Table 2.4 to Table 2.7 accordingly. For the ratio 
of winning in different aspects are also described in Table 2.8 and Table 2.9. 
Interested reader can refer to Appendix I for more detail information on each 
individual tipsters performance. 
Apart from concerning the number of correctly tipped races, we are also in-
terested in knowing under what circumstances one tipster can perform better 
than the others, for example, could tipster 1 do better when the race is carried 
out in Shatin? In order to determine if such kind of phenomenon really exists, 
Chi-square tests on 7x2 contingency tables are carried out to investigate the 
independency among the tipsters win ratio in different aspects. 
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Table 2.3: Contingency Table for Shatin in 98/99 
Win Lost Total 
Tipster 1 73 313 386 
Tipster 2 66 315 381 
Tipster 3 56 330 386 
Tipster 4 78 307 385 
Tipster 5 61 324 385 
Favourite 102 295 397 
Joint 91 370 461 
Table 2.4: Overall Performance in terms of no. of races for 98/99 
98/99 Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Favourite Joint 
No. of betting 597 592 597 597 596 616 707 
Win 113 93 93 108 85 137 131 
Lost 484 499 504 489 511 479 576 
W i n R a t i o 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.22 0.19 
Table 2.5: Overall Performance in terms of total money earned/lost for 98/99 
98/99 Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Favourite Joint 
Total $ Invested 5970 5920 5970 5970 5960 6160 7070 
$ Win 4058 3659 3153 3756 2696 3188 3884 
$ Lost 4840 4990 5040 4890 5110 4790 5760 
Profit/Deficit -782 -1331 -1887 -1134 -2414 -1602 -1876 
Return per $10 bet - 1 . 3 1 - 2 . 2 5 - 3 . 1 6 - 1 . 9 0 - 4 . 0 5 - 2 . 6 0 - 2 . 6 5 
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Table 2.6: Overall Performance in terms of no. of races for 99/00 
99/00 Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Favourite Joint 
No. of betting 655 653 650 655 656 650 783 
Win 123 118 119 112 121 167 165 
Lost 532 535 531 543 535 483 618 
W i n R a t i o 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.26 0.21 
Table 2.7: Overall Performance in terms of total money earned/lost for 99/00 
99/OO Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Favourite Joint 
Total $ Invested 6550 6530 6500 6550 6560 6500 7830 
$ Win 4099 4422 3645 3640 3693 3797 4948 
$ Lost 5320 5350 5310 5430 5350 4830 6180 
Profit/Deficit -1221 -928 -1665 -1790 -1657 -1033 -1232 
Return per $10 bet - 1 . 8 6 - 1 . 4 2 - 2 . 5 6 - 2 . 7 3 - 2 . 5 3 - 1 . 5 9 - 1 . 5 7 
Table 2.8: Ratio of Winning in different aspects for 98/99 
Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Favourite Joint 
Overall 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.22 0.19 
Shatin 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.20 0.16 0.26 0.20 
Happy Valley 0.19 0.13 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.16 
Turf 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.22 0.18 
A W T 0.26 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.14 0.28 0.24 
Distance < 1600m 0.22 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.27 0.20 
Distance > 1600m 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.12 0.17 0.16 
O d d s < 100 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.15 0.22 0.19 
Odds > 100 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.11 0.05 0 0.18 
others 0.27 0.27 0.20 0.29 0.29 0.35 0.30 
Class 1 0.22 0.21 0.14 0.19 0.15 0.28 0.21 
Class 2 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.23 0.17 
Class 3 0.25 0.2 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.21 
Class 4 0.125 0.08 0.17 0.16 0.1 0.18 0.13 
Class 5 0.175 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.28 0.17 
Class 6 0.23 0.18 0.14 0.27 0.09 0.14 0.21 
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Table 2.9: Ratio of Winning in different aspects for 99/00 
Tipster 1 Tipster 2 Tipster 3 Tipster 4 Tipster 5 Favourite Joint 
Overall 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.26 0.21 
Shatin 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.28 0.22 
Happy Valley 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.20 
Turf 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.26 0.22 
A W T 0.10 0.17 0.04 0.13 0.10 0.21 0.10 
Distance < 1600m 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.26 0.21 
Distance > 1600m 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.25 0.22 
Odds < 100 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.26 0.22 
Odds > 100 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.03 0 0 0.06 
others 0.24 0.17 0.24 0.19 0.27 0.29 0.22 
Class 1 0.23 0.24 0.27 0.19 0.13 0.24 0.24 
Class 2 0.16 0.24 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.24 0.18 
Class 3 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.27 0.20 
Class 4 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.18 0.20 0.27 0.22 
Class 5 0.18 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.14 0.23 0.22 
Class 6 0.1 ^ ^ 0.2 0.13 
It can be seen from Table 2.4 k 2.6 that no more than 20% of the tipsters 
prediction were accurate. Simply betting on the most favourite horse (with the 
lowest odds) may have more chance to win. Besides, strategy Favourite per-
forms the best in the sense of possessing the highest winning ratio in almost all 
aspects. Especially when the races were taken place in Shatin or under the track 
'Turf shows a significant difference with the others' win ratio. When the compet-
ing horses belonging to the 'others', strategy Favourite also gets a significantly 
high win ratio in predicting the true ones. However, it would be imprudent to 
make any conclusion without taking 'money' into account. Although it seems the 
strategy Favourite shows a prominent performance, it does not overwhelm the 
others if they are weighed in terms of total money earned/lost throughout the 
year. Actually, none of them shows any positive return. On average, they are 
losing $2.3 for every $10 bet instead. 
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2.3 Tipsters Prediction Vs Random Betting 
In this section, the strategy of betting base on tipsters prediction will be tested 
against with the strategy of random betting. It is our interest to test whether 
tipsters suggestion is the same as or worse than betting randomly. That is, our 
null hypothesis becomes 
Ho : Average Return of Tipsters Suggestion 二 Average Return of Ran-
dom Betting 
It has been observed in several studies that the empirical probability ttj that 
horse j wins can be accurately estimated by its pari-mutuel probabilities. In Ben-
ter's paper (1994), he has shown that the public's betting creates an unbiased 
and formidably accurate estimate of the horses true winning probabilities. 
Range N win exp win act freq exp freq act 
0.00 - 0.01 4906 32 35 0.007 0.007 
0.01 - 0.03 15079 297 333 0.020 0.022 
0.03 - 0.06 16512 729 775 0.044 0.047 
0.06 - 0.10 15082 1186 1138 0.079 0.075 
0.10 - 0.15 11788 1444 1476 0.123 0.125 
0.15 - 0.20 6063 1044 990 0.172 0.163 
0.20 - 0.25 3394 752 743 0.222 0.219 
0.25 - 0.35 2770 800 797 0.289 0.288 
0.35 - 0.45 736 288 296 0.392 0.402 
0.45 - 1.0 295 152 143 0.517 0.485 
0.00 - 1.0 76625 6726 6726 0.088 0.088 
Table above is constructed from 6726 Hong Kong races carried out between 
Sept 1986 and Jan 1999. 
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Under this assumption, the probability for horse j in race i to win is equal to 
学,where CLij is the total amount wagered on horse j in race i by the public and 
Ai is the total size of the betting pool in race i. We will first show that under 
random betting, the expected return per every $10 bet would be equal to -$1.75. 
Let 
Xi be the net return per $10 bet at ith race 
S 二 + + X丑)AR 
be the average return on a racing season with R races carried out 
Ai be the total size of betting pool for race i 
dij be the amount betted on horse j at race i 
Oi{j) be the odds per $10 bet at race i given horse j wins 
— A x ( l - 0 . 1 7 5 ) x l Q 
(Hj 
二 8 . 2 5 ^ ^ij 
Pi{j) be the probability for horse j to win at ith race 
hi 二 j means horse j is picked to bet on at race i 
Remember that under random betting, since the horse picked to bet on is 
randomly selected, P(hi 二 j ) = l /n ; for j 二 1，.. •’ rii where n^  is the number of 
starters in race i and for i 二 1,…，兄 
Therefore, in the case of random betting, 
E{X,\hi=j) 二 [ f t ⑴ 一 l O m ⑴— 1 0 [ 1 —只⑴ ] 
二 (Mmu)—卿⑴-10 + lOPi(j) 
二 0,U)F,(j) - 10 
二 一 1.75 
which means 
E(X,) = E[E(Xi\hi 二 j)] 二 -1.75. 
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Now consider 
var{S) 二 var{{XI + …+ Xr)/R} 二 击 EF=I • � . 
Since 
var(Xi) 二 var[E{Xi\hi 二 j)] + E[var{Xi\hi 二 j)' 
where 
var[E{Xi\hi = j)] = 0 
and 
= [ 0 . ( j ) 一 10]2 只 ⑴ + 1 0 0 [ 1 — p.(j)] —1.752 
二 o ^ m u ) — 2 0 0 , ( j ) P . ( j ) + 1 0 0 — 1 . 7 5 2 
=8.250i(j) — 20(8.25) + 100 — 1-75^ 
二 8.25(9“:0 - 68.0625 
which implies 
E[var{Xi\hi 二 j)] 二 8.25E[Oi{j)] — 68.0625 
=8.25(92.065) - 68.0625 
= 6 9 1 . 4 7 7 
where E[Oi{j)] is calculated from an empirical distribution of the odds picked by 
the tipsters from 2 years data. 
Therefore, 
var{Xi) 二 691.477 
691.477 
var{S} 二 " " " " - • 
By the Central Limit Theorem, under H�, S �7V{—1.75,皿r(*S)}. 
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Let S i . . . S5 be the test statistics for Tipster 1 to Tipster 5，s average return 
on a racing season respectively. Therefore, we will reject H � i f , and only if Si 
+ 1 .75�1.96*Y^var(5) when the alternative hypothesis is 'better than random 
bet' or reject H�if, and only if Si + 1.75 < when HA is 'worse 
than random bet'. 
The results of the testing are shown in the table below: 
Table 2.12: Result tables on Hypothesis Testing for 98-00 
98/99 99/00 
Tipster Test Statistic Ha p-value Tipster Test Statistic Ha p-value 
1 -1.31 better 0.34 1 -1.86 worse 0.46 
2 -2.25 worse 0.32 2 -1.42 better 0.37 
3 -3.16 worse 0.09 3 -2.56 worse 0.22 
4 -1.90 worse 0.44 4 -2.73 worse 0.17 
5 -4.05 worse 0.02 5 -2.53 worse 0.22 
It can be seen that Tipster 3 and 5 gave even worse performance in 98/99. 
To conclude, none of them can perform better than a random bet and some may 
even give poorer results. 
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Chapter 3 
Multinomial Logistic Regression 
A prerequisite for having a profitable wagering strategy is to develop accurate 
prediction on the probability of the horse race outcomes. Therefore, the model 
which can assign the probabilities accurately would be our utmost concern in this 
chapter. It is our interest to see whether a profitable betting system could be 
devised under our proposed models. 
3.1 Review 
Suppose that the dependent variable Y can only take m responses which we will 
number with the categorical labels 1,2，...，m. Let lUj denote the probabilities 
that the zth observation gives the jth response, that is, iVij 二 P{Yi = j ) , for 
•二 l ， . . .， m . 
Assume there are k covariates, X i , . - . ,Xk, on which the Hij depend. Then 
the multinomial logistic model is given by: 
1 + E ' T exp(AH + PiiXn + ••• + PkiX^k) 
m—1 
TTim 二 1 - X]兀 i j f 饥 j =爪-
1=1 
Therefore, there is one set of parameters, {Poj .Pi j , . . . , /3kj), for each dependent 
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variable category except the last one. 
Parameter Estimation 
To fit the model to the data, there involves the maximum likelihood method. 
Since each Yi takes on its possible values 1，2，...，m with probabilities TTa,兀�2,...,兀im, 
define indicator variables W^, . •., W^^, as suggested by Nerlove and Press (1973) 
with = 1 if Y,=j and Wij 二 0 if ：^  j. Thus 
p � 二 
m 
=n;. 
Assume the observations are sampled independently, then their joint probability 
distribution is given by 





^nx(k+l) 二 . 
_ 工'n _ 
where 
Xi = (1,足1，• •., Xik). 
The probabilities of the data conditional on X is therefore, 
n m / f ' o \ \ Mj. 
( Y � TTTT expQr 刺 
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where 
Pj 二Aj•，..、Pkj) • 
The constraint J^JLi = 1 can be imposed by setting An 二 0. The log likelihood 
becomes 
n m � ( m—1 \ 
logL(A,...，An—1) 二 恥j log l + E e x p ( : r ; A ) 
j=i L V 1=1 / -
n m-1 n / m-l \ 
二 Z E 乂pj - E log 1 + E exp(工;A) 
i=l 3 = 1 \ 1=1 / 
because 恥j 二 1-
Differentiating the above function with respect to the parameters and setting 
them to 0 yields 
n 
二〉： Pij 工 i 
i=l 
with 6/s are the MLE of 终，s. The fitted probabilities are 
p = expO;�•）  
” 1 + YXTi^ exp(x-6z) 
Since b is a MLE, its estimated asymptotic covariance matrix can be achieved 
by taking the inverse of the information matrix. Let 
P{m-l){k+l)xl = (A, • . . , Pm-1) • 
The information matrix is 
— 一 Il’l Il’2 . • • Il’m_l 
— l2’l l2，2 … h m - 1 
i{P)(m-l)(k+l)x(m-l)(k+l) 二 . . . . 
• • _ • 
• • • • 




_ A Xix\ exp(x-/?j)[l + Y7=i exp(x-A) 
二 h [l + I X ^ i e x p ( : r ; A ) P 
and 
二 \dHogm 
—_ Xix[ exp[x[{Pj^ + Pj). 
二 — i r [1 + E 二 1 e x p ( 精 
evaluated at ；5二b. 
For an individual coefficient, testing the null hypothesis Hq : Pj 二 /?)。）can be 




where ASE{bj) is the estimated asymptotic standard deviation of bj. 
By comparing log Lq for the model containing only the constant with log LI 
for the full model, we can measure the degree of improvement in predictability 
by using the independent variables. It is done by evaluating 
丑2 二 
log Lq 
which is analogous to R � i n a linear model. 
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3.2 Proposed Models for the Horse Racing 
Before constructing a multinomial logistic model to predict the winning proba-
bilities for each horse, a function used to measure the utility of each individual 
horse has to be developed first. Let 
Uh 二 Vh + Sh -oo<£<+oo 
where Vh is comprised of independent variables which are thought to be related 
to or affecting the utility of the horses, whereas £h refers to the error term which 
accounts for those cannot be covered by the model. Each error term is indepen-
dent and identically distributed according to the double exponential distribution 
，i.e £h � = e x p ( - exp(£/,)). Suppose that the horse h* is observed to win 
in a race which means h* achieves the greatest utility comparatively to all the 
other competing horses. This implies Uh* 2 [ 4 for 二 1，...，n where n is the 
number of starters in that race. 
Since 
Sh 〜 〜 F u , 二 F⑷h — W ) 
Therefore，the joint distribution function of (Ui,…，Un) is 
n 
Y I f j i a - V “ 
h=l 
Then, 
Ph* 二 = �n.,h • h” 
二 J … 
h 关 h* 
/
+ 0 0 ^ 广 
[ n / dF{UH - Vn)]dF{Un^ -
-OO ^ 1 JUh<Uh* h — 1 
h h* 
/ + 00 J^ 
n - Vh) - F{-oo - VH)]dF(UH* - Vh*) 
-OO 




h - 1 
h^h* 
n+oo ^ 
= n exp[ - exp{-Uh* + Vh)]dexp[- exp(—Uh* + 14*). 
J —CO 
h = 1 
h^h* 
/ + 00 J^ ] ] [ e x p [ - + Vh)\dQyLv{-Uh* + Vh*) 
- � h=i 
p+oo 几 
二 expl；^^/^*) / exp{-^tex.p{Vh)}dt t = exp{-Uh^) 
"0 h二 1 
r+oo n 
二 exp(T4*) / e x p { - t ^ e x p ( \ 4 ) } d t 
"0 h=l 
— exp(14*) 
— E L i e x p 阶 
Therefore, it ends up in a specific, closed-form of multinomial logit model with 
for h* 二 
Note that this is a special model of the multinomial logistic regression introduced 
in Section 3.1. 
Under such specific model, the likelihood function using only the winning 
horse in each race can be written as 
R R exp(V""') 
L 會 = 貼 二 ⑶ 
where R is the total number of races run and n^  is the number of starters in race 
i. Vij refers to the utility of the jth horse in the zth race. Consequently, the log 
likelihood of the model can be obtained as 
R rii 
logL 二 ； ^ - l og [^exp(y , , ) ] } . 
i=l i=l 
Besides, the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimated parameters can 
also be approximated by taking the inverse of the information matrix as follows: 
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Consider Vij 二 piX�ij + + . •. + PkXk,ij which implies 
: h - ”二 1 卿 、 X : � �L i 
where 
二（Xi力.，X2,i” … ， & • … , P k ) ' • 
Let 
rii 
A/cxi 二 X,ij exp{X'.jP), 
j=i 
rii 
B 二 ；^ e x p p ^ / ? ) . 
j=i 
Then, 
3 6 — ^ ^ B 上， i=l 
炉 logL — 
^ ^ - 一 ^ 了 十 “ ^ / ， 
where 
百 — — • 
Therefore, 
“二 h I E;i:exp(X；,/) [E;iiexp(X;,/)]2 j 
After taking the inverse of above matrix and evaluated at /3 二 b with b being 
its MLE, the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix can then be obtained. 
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3.3 Simulation and Result 
Four utility models have been proposed in fitting our 2-year horse racing data 
from HK Jockey Club. Parameter estimation for each model is accomplished 
by the maximum likelihood method as described in Section 3.2. After that, the 
significance of each individual coefficient is tested by the simple standard testing 
according to the procedure described in Section 3.1. Having finished the vari-
able selection process, the accuracy of these models in predicting the outcomes of 
the horse races is investigated by an out-of-sample simulation, based on the final 
models. There are 20 racing months in 2 years racing seasons. In the simulation, 
four months are held and the model parameters are estimated from the remain-
ing 16 months. Firstly, the model estimated from the last 16 months is used to 
predict the winning probabilities for the first four racing months. After that, the 
5th to 8th months (second four months) are held and predicted by the model 
estimated from the remaining 16 months. The same procedure is proceeded for 
the "third four months" (9th to 12th) and so on. Therefore, there are altogether 
five "four months" being used to perform the simulation. 
The strategy of betting is described below: 
We will bet $10 on a horse if the following two conditions are satisfied 
1. Its expected return should be greater than r where r is set to be equal to 
12, 13, 14 and 15. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1，the expected return on a specific horse j per 
$10 bet is equal to (odds xttj) where ttj is its true unknown winning prob-
ability. Here this probability will be replaced by our estimated probability 
Pj. That is, the first condition is (odds xpj) > r. Having deducted the 
cost, $10, by setting r equal to the above values will ensure a positive net 
return. 
2. Having satisfied the above condition, the horse will only be betted on as 
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long as its odds is less than c where c is chosen to be 100, 150, 200, 250, 
300，400, 600, 800 and 1000. 
To illustrate the above idea, let's consider an example: 
Given that we want our expected return (odds xpj) > 12 and the constraint on 
odds is equal to 100. Then we will only bet on the horse its expected return 
> 12 with its odds < 100. 
For each constraint imposed on odds, the actual average net return is calcu-
lated and will be plotted under each value of r used. 
Finally, I f = is calculated for each model in measuring their 'explana-
tory power' on the data. 
Model One 
Our first utility model used is: 
Vij 二 ffiHwinper + Pqwt.carried + P^avesprat + Pirating + f3^drawing 
+f3QJwinper. 
The model specification is explained in the following text. 
Hwinper refers to the percentage of races won by the horse in the past 2 years. 
wt.carried is the weight carried by each horse in the competition. 
avesprat means an average speed rating for the last four races of each horse. 
rating refers to the rating given by the HK Jockey Club.i 
drawing is the position/gate for the horse to standby during the race. 
1 refer to the table in p.9 
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Jwinper refers to the percentage of winning rides of the Jockey in the past 2 
years. 
The three components, Hwinper, avesprat and rating are used as they can 
account for the horse's self-competitiveness. Whereas wt.carried, drawing and 
Jwinper represent the outside environment that can affect the horse perfor-
mance. 
Having tested the significance of each individual coefficient, it shows that no 
variables can be excluded from the model. 
Table 3.1: Hypothesis Testing for Model 1 
p p ASE0) Zo p-value 
Pi 1.681 0.2273 7.405 0 
(32 0.011 0.0078 5.500 0.073 
0.003 0.0021 0.375 0.075 
0.014 0.0076 1.750 0.028 
-0.025 0.0076 -3.125 0.0005 
f3Q 5.350 0.5884 9.099 0 
where Zn 二 ^―. 
ASE{(3) 
The estimated model is: 
Vij 二 l.GSlHwinper + 0 Mlwt .carried + 0.003avesprat + O.OUrating 
—0.025drawing + 5.35 Jwinper. 
Notice that throughout the whole text, we will reject Hq p-value > 0.2. 
Thus, the simulation done is based on our original model. The graph below 
shows the actual average return under different constraints imposed in odds for 
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each value of r used. 
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Here betting on those with expected return > 15 and under the constraint 
odds < 200 performs the best. 
Besides, the R�calculated in accordance with the above model gives 0.032 
which means the independent variables in the model can explain 3.2% of the 
variability of the data. 
Model Two 
Our second utility model is: 
Vij = /3i Hwinper + f3>2wt.carried + P^avesprat + f3,ating + P^dr awing 
+j3QJwinper + jS^Tipster. 
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There may be some 'inside information' which is not readily included in a statis-
tical model and since the tipsters maybe better informed than us, their recom-
mendation might also be considered. Therefore, a new variable 'Tipster' is added 
to see if it can really help to improve our model. This new variable is an indicator 
variable that T is marked on the first horse recommended by the 'Tipster 
and '0' otherwise. 
After the process of variable selection, the predictor wt.carried is deleted as 
it shows little contribution to our second model. 
Table 3.2: Hypothesis Testing for Model 2 
p p ASE0) Zo p-value 
1.537 0.229 6.712 0 
P2 0.004 0.008 0.500 0.290 
Ps 0.002 0.002 1.000 0.139 
ft 0.014 0.008 1.750 0.033 
-0.023 0.008 -2.875 0.001 
Pq 4.834 0.596 8.111 0 
(3j 0.190 0.019 10.000 0 
Then, after re-estimated the parameters under the final model, our model 2 
becomes: 
Vij 二 l.539Hwinper + 0m2avesprat + Q.OUrating — 0.023drawing 
-\-4:.9l5Jwinper + 0.191Tipster. 
The result of simulation based on the above final model has shown in the next 
page. 
^refer to Table 2.1 
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As compare with our first model, though it does not improve our average re-
turn, there has increment in the value of R'^  which gives 0.046. 
It performs the best under the expected return > 13 and the constraint odds 
< 200. 
Model Three 
Our thirdly proposed utility model is: 
Vij = PiHwinper + [32wt.carried + P^avesprat + Pirating + jS^drawing 
^P^Jwinper + P^Tipster + f3sTipster4：. 
where the new variable 'Tipster4' is added. It serves the same function as 'Tipster' 
with the only difference that ‘1，is marked on all the four horses recommended 
by the 'Tipster 1，instead of the first one only and ‘0，otherwise. 
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The final model after checking the significance of each variable becomes: 
Vij 二 1.179Hwinper + O.OOlrating - 0.02ldrawing + A.WlJwinper 
-IMTipster + IMlTipsteri. 
Now wt.carried and avesprat have been deleted as they show little significance 
in our model. 
Table 3.3: Hypothesis Testing for Model 3 
p p ASE0) Zo p-value f3 $ ASE0) Zp p-value 
A 1.156 0.232 4.983 0 ft -0.021 0.008 -2.625 0.003 
-0.004 0.008 -0.500 0.305 4.241 0.610 6.952 0 
0.002 0.002 1.000 0.222 体-0.166 0.035 -4.743 0 
0.010 0.008 1.250 0.093 1.304 0.101 12.911 0 
The graph of plotting average return against constraint on odds under different 
expected return is shown below. 
Model 3 
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Again, although it shows no improvement in our average return, the value of 
R2 has been increased to 0.07 which shows 51.3% increment in its explanatory 
power. It can perform the best under the same condition as our previous model 
i.e. with the expected return > 13 under the constraint odds < 200. 
Model Four 
Our last model proposed is: 
Vij == PiHwinper + carried + P^avesprat + f3^rating + f3^drawing 
-{-pQjwinper + pjTipster + p^TipsterA + pglage + pwlog.odds 
-\-Piiwt.dist + f3i2age.dist. 
In this case, four more predictors are added which includes lage, log.odds， 
wt.dist, and age.dist. Each of these components is discussed below. 
lage which is an indicator variable with the value equal to 1 if the age of the 
competing horse is less than or equal to 6 and 0 otherwise. 
log.odds which is taking the logarithm of the final odds of the horse. 
wt.dist refers to the product of wt.carried and the distance run. 
age.dist is the product of the actual age of the horse and the distance run. 
Having performed the hypothesis testing on the necessity of each individual 
coefficient, the predictor avesprat, drawing and age.dist are deleted. 
Then the final model turns out to be: 
Vij = 0.2l4:Hwinper - .0.67wt.carried + Q.012rating + 1.168Jwinper 
-OMSTipster + 0.191Tipster4 + 0.139Iage — 2.167log.odds 
+0.028wt.dist. 
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Table 3.3: Hypothesis Testing for Model 4 
八 I 八 
p P ASE0) Zq p-value f3 $ ASE0) Zp p-value 
ft 0.230 0.238 0.966 0.167 pj -0.046 0.035 -1.314 0.096 
ft -0.067 0.026 -2.577 0.004 0.205 0.114 1.798 0.037 
A 0.001 0.002 0.500 0.303 A 0.129 0.141 0.915 0.181 
A 0.012 0.009 1.333 0.081 Ao -2.157 0.118 -18.280 0 
0.004 0.008 0.500 0.319 A i 0.028 0.016 1.750 0.044 
pQ 1.177 0.679 1.733 0.042 pu 0.002 0.022 0.091 0.465 
The simulation using the above model gives the result below. 
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Here shows the greatest augmentation in both average return and explanatory 
power in this model. The R'^  gives the value of 0.133 which is the largest among 
all. Furthermore, The black solid line in the graph represents the average loss 
under the random betting, i.e. -1.75. In this model, having set our expected 
return > 10.5, no matter what constraint has been posed on the odds, it return 
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always shows greater than -1.75 which means a tremendous improvement has 
been made by the model 4 over the random betting. At some particular points, 
like under the constraint odds < 200, it may even give a positive return over our 
betting. 
3.4 Comparison between four Models 
The lines with expected return > 15 from the model 1, with expected return 
> 13 from the model 2，with expected return > 13 from the model 3 and with 
expected return > 10.5 from the model 4 are selected for making the comparison. 
The resulting graph becomes: 
Model 1 with Expected Return > 15 
Model 2 with Exj^ected Return > 13 
Model 3 with Expected Return > 13 
Model 4 with Expected Return > 10.5 
I �.-， ’ \ 
It shows that the model 4 gives the best performance (with a positive return) 
under the constraint 200 among the four models. Besides, when the variables 
'Tipster' and 'Tipster4' are added in the model 2 and 3 respectively, they can not 
improve the model's performance but make it even worse in terms of the average 
return per $10 bet. 
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3.5 Concluding Remarks 
As it can be seen that the more the predictors are added, the better the model 
would perform. It shows a great potential in developing a wagering strategy 
with positive return as more predictors are included. More variables such as 
increased/decreased in body weight of the horse, increased/decreased in rating, 
stakes won and so on can also be considered for further investigation of a prof-




Table I.l: Performance in different aspects for Tipster 1 in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 113 484 0.19 Odds < 100 107 433 0.20 
Odds > 100 6 51 0.11 
Shatin 73 313 0.19 
Happy Valley 40 171 0.19 others 14 37 0.27 
Class 1 20 70 0.22 
Turf 96 436 0.18 Class 2 6 46 0.12 
AWT 17 48 0.26 Class 3 33 101 0.25 
Class 4 21 147 0.125 
Distance < 1600m 69 241 0.22 Class 5 14 66 0.175 
Distance > 1600m 44 243 0.15 Class 6 5 17 0.23 
Table 1.2: Performance in different aspects for Tipster 1 in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 123 532 0.19 Odds < 100 119 452 0.21 
Odds > 100 4 80 0.05 
Shatin 83 356 0.19 
Happy Valley 40 176 0.19 others 10 32 0.24 
Class 1 17 58 0.23 
Turf 116 468 0.20 Class 2 9 49 0.16 
AWT 7 64 0.10 Class 3 21 124 0.14 
Class 4 44 160 0.22 
Distance < 1600m 58 283 0.17 Class 5 20 91 0.18 
Distance > 1600m 65 249 0.21 Class 6 2 18 0.1 
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Table 1.11: Performance in different aspects for F a v o u r i t e in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total ^ m 0.16 Odds < 100 85 411 0.17 
Odds > 100 8 88 0.08 
Shatin 66 315 0.17 
Happy Valley 27 184 0.13 others 14 37 0.27 
Class 1 19 70 0.21 
Turf 79 449 0.15 Class 2 7 44 0.14 
AWT 14 50 0.22 Class 3 26 107 0.20 
Class 4 14 153 0.08 
Distance < 1600m 53 254 0.17 Class 5 9 70 0.11 
Distance > 1600m 40 245 0.14 Class 6 4 18 0.18 
Table 1.4: Performance in different aspects for Tipster 2 in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total U S ^ 0 . 1 8 Odds < 100 109 418 0.21 
Odds > 100 9 117 0.07 
Shatin 85 352 0.19 
Happy Valley 33 183 0.15 others 7 34 0.17 
Class 1 18 57 0.24 
Turf 106 477 0.18 Class 2 14 45 0.24 
AWT 12 58 0.17 Class 3 21 124 0.14 
Class 4 39 164 0.19 
Distance < 1600m 62 279 0.18 Class 5 14 96 0.13 
Distance > 1600m 56 256 0.18 Class 6 5 15 0.25 
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Table 1.11: Performance in different aspects for F a v o u r i t e in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 93 504 0.16 Odds < 100 91 452 0.17 
Odds > 100 2 52 0.04 
Shatin 56 330 0.15 
Happy Valley 37 174 0.18 others 10 41 0.20 
Class 1 13 77 0.14 
Turf 78 454 0.15 Class 2 8 44 0.15 
AWT 15 50 0.23 Class 3 22 112 0.16 
Class 4 28 140 0.17 
Distance < 1600m 53 256 0.17 Class 5 9 71 0.11 
Distance > 1600m 40 248 0.14 Class 6 3 19 0.14 
Table 1.6: Performance in different aspects for Tipster 3 in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 119 531 0.18 Odds < 100 117 461 0.20 
Odds > 100 2 70 0.03 
Shatin 86 352 0.20 
Happy Valley 33 179 0.16 others 10 31 0.24 
Class 1 20 54 0.27 
Turf 116 463 0.20 Class 2 8 50 0.14 
AWT 3 68 0.04 Class 3 24 120 0.17 
Class 4 43 159 0.21 
Distance < 1600m 67 273 0.20 Class 5 12 99 0.11 
Distance > 1600m 52 258 0.17 Class 6 2 18 0.10 
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Table 1.11: Performance in different aspects for F a v o u r i t e in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total m 0.18 Odds < 100 102 438 0.19 
Odds > 100 6 51 0.11 
Shatin 78 307 0.20 
Happy Valley 30 182 0.14 others 15 36 0.29 
Class 1 17 73 0.19 
Turf 93 439 0.17 Class 2 9 43 0.17 
AWT 15 50 0.23 Class 3 23 111 0.17 
Class 4 27 141 0.16 
Distance < 1600m 62 249 0.20 Class 5 11 69 0.14 
Distance > 1600m 46 240 0.16 Class 6 6 16 0.27 
Table 1.8: Performance in different aspects for Tipster 4 in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 112 543 0.17 Odds < 100 110 477 0.19 
Odds > 100 2 66 0.03 
Shatin 83 358 0.19 
Happy Valley 29 185 0.14 others 8 34 0.19 
Class 1 14 60 0.19 
Turf 103 481 0.18 Class 2 7 52 0.12 
AWT 9 62 0.13 Class 3 26 119 0.18 
Class 4 36 169 0.18 
Distance < 1600m 66 276 0.19 Class 5 18 92 0.16 
Distance > 1600m 46 267 0.15 Class 6 3 17 0.15 
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Table 1.11: Performance in different aspects for F a v o u r i t e in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total ^ m 0.14 Odds < 100 82 450 0.15 
Odds > 100 3 61 0.05 
Shatin 61 324 0.16 
Happy Valley 24 187 0.11 others 15 36 0.29 
Class 1 13 76 0.15 
Turf 76 455 0.14 Class 2 7 45 0.13 
AWT 9 56 0.14 Class 3 21 114 0.16 
Class 4 17 150 0.10 
Distance < 1600m 50 259 0.16 Class 5 10 70 0.13 
Distance > 1600m 35 252 0.12 Class 6 2 20 0.09 
Table 1.10: Performance in different aspects for Tipster 5 in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 121 535 0.18 Odds < 100 121 466 0.21 
Odds > 100 0 69 0.00 
Shatin 83 356 0.19 
Happy Valley 38 179 0.18 others 11 30 0.27 
Class 1 10 65 0.13 
Turf 114 471 0.19 Class 2 9 50 0.15 
AWT 7 64 0.10 Class 3 30 115 0.21 
Class 4 40 165 0.20 
Distance < 1600m 66 275 0.19 Class 5 16 95 0.14 
Distance > 1600m 55 260 0.17 Class 6 5 15 0.25 
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Table 1.11: Performance in different aspects for Favourite in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total m m 0 . 2 2 Odds < 100 137 479 0.22 
Odds > 100 0 0 0.00 
Shatin 102 295 0.26 
Happy Valley 35 184 0.16 others 18 33 0.35 
Class 1 26 68 0.28 
Turf 119 432 0.22 Class 2 12 41 0.23 
AWT 18 47 0.28 Class 3 23 115 0.17 
Class 4 32 143 0.18 
Distance < 1600m 85 233 0.27 Class 5 23 60 0.28 
Distance > 1600m 52 246 0.17 Class 6 3 19 0.14 
Table 1.12: Performance in different aspects for Favourite in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total 167 483 0.26 Odds < 100 167 483 0.26 
Odds > 100 0 0 0.00 
Shatin 122 318 0.28 
Happy Valley 45 165 0.21 others 12 30 0.29 
Class 1 18 56 0.24 
Turf 152 427 0.26 Class 2 14 45 0.24 
AWT 15 56 0.21 Class 3 39 103 0.27 
Class 4 55 148 0.27 
Distance < 1600m 90 251 0.26 Class 5 25 85 0.23 
Distance > 1600m 77 232 0.25 Class 6 4 16 0.20 
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Table 1.11: Performance in different aspects for Favourite in 98/99 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total m ^ 0.19 Odds < 100 127 558 0.19 
Odds > 100 4 18 0.18 
Shatin 91 370 0.20 
Happy Valley 40 206 0.16 others 19 45 0.30 
Class 1 21 81 0.21 
Turf 112 515 0.18 Class 2 11 55 0.17 
AWT 19 61 0.24 Class 3 32 119 0.21 
Class 4 25 172 0.13 
Distance < 1600m 76 296 0.20 Class 5 17 81 0.17 
Distance > 1600m 55 280 0.16 Class 6 6 23 0.21 
Table 1.14: Performance in different aspects for Joint in 99/00 
Win Lost Win % Win Lost Win % 
Total m 0.21 Odds < 100 163 586 0.22 
Odds > 100 2 32 0.06 
Shatin 118 424 0.22 
Happy Valley 47 194 0.20 others 13 45 0.22 
Class 1 21 65 0.24 
Turf 156 538 0.22 Class 2 14 64 0.18 
AWT 9 80 0.10 Class 3 33 136 0.20 
Class 4 54 190 0.22 
Distance < 1600m 85 327 0.21 Class 5 27 98 0.22 
Distance > 1600m 80 291 0.22 Class 6 3 20 0.13 
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